THE LATEST UPDATE ON NEXT GENERATION NCLEX
Next level guidance to ensure you and your students are fully prepared.

DID YOU KNOW? Next Generation NCLEX items will make up 20-25% of the NCLEX exam in 2023. The remaining 75-80% of the exam will feature the knowledge items that have always been part of the test. So how do you prepare for the changes? You need the best assessment and NCLEX-prep resources to give students the opportunity to practice answering high-quality questions that address both nursing knowledge and clinical judgment.

With ATI, that’s exactly what you and your students will receive!

THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO EXPAND YOUR UNDERSTANDING OF NGN
Discover the only reference you’ll need to fully comprehend the new version of this exam.

ATI’s Next Generation NCLEX Guidebook // Available now!
Organized into 8 sections so you can flip immediately to the information you seek.

• Quick refresher: Get an update on why a new NCLEX is needed now.
• Clinical judgment: Understand its impact on public safety. Read evidence-based advice. Learn practical teaching tips. + more.
• Preparing for the new exam: Benefit from constructive advice such as don’t change the nursing framework you use; understand the Clinical Judgment Measurement Model; identify activities to help students develop skills; + more.
• Strategies to teach clinical judgment: Master NCSBN’s action model template. Create lesson outcomes. Discover pages of ready-to-use activities. + more.
• Details about the new exam: Compare the current & NGN version. Review new item types. Understand changes in scoring. + more
• Developing & assessing clinical judgment skills: Understand testing & equating. Feel confident about test security. Discover ATI tools to help. + more.

TOOLS TO HELP YOU TEACH & ASSESS CLINICAL JUDGMENT
Content Mastery Series Assessments – Releasing beginning Fall 2021.

• Next Generation NCLEX item types for practice and proctored assessments:
  - Fundamentals
  - Mental Health
  - Adult Medical Surgical
  - Maternal Newborn
  - Nursing Care of Children
  - Comprehensive Predictor
• Next Generation NCLEX questions will offer partial-credit and multiple-point scoring.
• Assessment reporting to analyze your students’ use of the 6 functions of clinical judgment, as well as clinical application and foundational thinking.

DOWNLOAD THE GUIDEBOOK
Custom Assessment Builder – Talk to your Client Executive to ensure you’re signed up for early access.

- Discover Next Generation NCLEX items and case studies + the tools to create your own.
- Create custom items with partial-credit and multiple-point scoring options.
- Assessment reporting to analyze your students’ use of the 6 functions of clinical judgment, as well as clinical application and foundational thinking.

Engage Fundamentals
Use the module and case studies dedicated to the 6 functions of clinical judgment

The NCLEX Experience
View videos showcasing Next Generation NCLEX item types, case studies, and NCLEX tips and tricks.

EVENTS TO AID YOUR UNDERSTANDING OF THE NEXT GENERATION NCLEX

Item Writing Workshops // Ask your Client Executive about registering today!
Learn how to create Next Gen NCLEX case study items during this two-day, virtual workshop worth 8 contact hours.

Sept. 7-8 Oct. 28-29 Nov. 4-5

NGN: Next Level Guidance Webinar Series // Ask your Client Executive about registering today!
Join us for a two-part series to learn more about the Next Generation NCLEX and discover ATI tools to help you get ready.

Part 1) Preparing for Next Generation NCLEX (1 contact hour)
- Explore the importance of developing clinical judgment in preparation for Next Gen NCLEX and clinical practice.
- Examine Next Gen NCLEX item types.
- Discuss scoring methods for Next Gen NCLEX items.

Part 2) Preparing for Next Gen NCLEX: ATI tools for success
Join this deep dive into teaching techniques and strategies that support the development of clinical judgment and how ATI products support you and your students.
- Discuss active-learning strategies supporting the development of clinical judgment that you can immediately use in the classroom!
- Review the ATI products currently available to support you in teaching and assessing clinical judgment.
- Review scoring options of Next Gen NCLEX items.
- Receive new ATI resources for reference after the webinar.

National Nurse Educator Summit // Oct. 17-20, 2021 in San Antonio, TX
Join us — in person! — for sessions related to clinical judgment, the Next Gen NCLEX, and other hot topics in nursing education!

RESOURCES YOU CAN IMPLEMENT ACROSS YOUR CURRICULUM

ATI Guide for Clinical Judgment
Develop and implement learning materials with advice from this guide.

Lesson plans
Establish and expand your students’ clinical judgment with ATI products. Locate plans in your Faculty Portal under Resources > Products & Integration.
- Engage Fundamentals
- Skills Modules 3.0
- HealthAssess (coming soon!)
- EHR Tutor (coming soon!)

Live product integration webinars
Let ATI experts show you how to implement our products in the classroom, sim lab, and more! Can’t attend the live session? Each is recorded and available in ATI Academy to watch any time, 24/7.

atitesting.com
Check out our regular Next Gen NCLEX updates and ATI expert guidance.